[Requirements of neurologists for autopsies].
In assuring the quality of the healthcare system, it is the intention of healthcare politics to raise the number of clinical autopsies. What are the requirements of clinical neurologists for neuroautopsies and how can the post-mortem examiner cope with these requests? Discussion on how the questions that arise with the most relevant neurological disease groups can be solved by post-mortem examination. The diagnostics of inflammatory, inflammatory demyelinating and demyelinating brain diseases, neurodegenerative diseases and neuromuscular diseases as well as central nervous system tumors necessitate the removal of specific brain regions, specific examination techniques, immunohistochemical investigations or specific samples taken for biochemical, molecular pathological or genetic investigations according to international published consensus criteria. It is the first priority in post-mortem examinations to use all possible options and appraisals to identify patients with the aforementioned neurological diseases or suspected diseases early enough during the autopsy process that the tissue sampling, necessary for diagnosing the assumed diseases, will take place. Demands made on neuropathological investigations have increased tremendously, because of rapid progress in understanding chronic neurological diseases and the requirements of consensus criteria. To cope with expectations on neuropathological post-mortem investigations, a close collaboration should be established between clinical neurologists, post-mortem examiners and neuropathologists.